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Equation of state data for gold in the pressure rangeË10 TPa
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We report experimental data on the equation of state of gold in the pressure range 2–10 TPa obtained using
laser-driven shock waves. The experiments have been realized using an iodine high-power laser with subnano-
second pulses and techniques like phase zone plates and hohlraums to produce spatially uniform shocks. Our
data are compared with existing equation of state models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of equations of state~EOS! of matter in high-
pressure conditions~above 1 TPa or 10 Mbar! is a subject of
great interest for several fields of modern physics. In parti
lar, it is important in the context of astrophysics, mater
science, and inertial confinement fusion research. Some
already exist for this pressure range,1 but, first, they mainly
come from calculations and theoretical models, with onl
few experimental data available to validate them, and f
thermore they exist for a restricted number of materia
Therefore the behavior of many materials under high pr
sure is still unknown. In the past, EOS measurements in
TPa range could be performed only by nuclear explosio
Nowadays, it is possible to reach very high pressures in
laboratory by using powerful pulsed laser-generated sh
waves in solid materials. Earlier experiments have shown
possibility of producing shock waves with pressures up to
TPa in a laser-irradiated solid2,3 and in a target foil impacted
by a laser accelerated foil.4 Pressures as high as 75 TPa we
achieved by using laser pulses of 25 kJ~at wavelengthl
50.53mm! and a foil impact technique.5 In another experi-
ment, 2-TPa planar shocks were produced by employ
2.2-kJ laser pulses.6 However, in many of these experimen
the bad quality of shocks prevented them from being use
a quantitative tool in high-pressure physics.

Planarity of the shock fronts and low preheating in t
material ahead of the shock waves are essential to ob
accurate measurements of EOS. Recent experiments6,7 have
proved the possibility of creating spatially very unifor
shocks in solids by using two different methods. The fi
one consists in producing shock waves by direct heating
the target with the laser~direct drive! with optically
smoothed laser beams; the second method uses the las
radiation converted into x-ray thermal radiation to gener
shocks~indirect laser drive!.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~14!/9287~8!/$15.00
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Although difficult, the control of preheating has been a
sured in both methods. In the indirect drive method, the
periments by Lo¨wer et al.6 have clearly shown that prehea
ing is very sensitive to the geometry of the cavity. Spec
cavities8 have been designed to minimize the preheating
the target, produced by direct primary x-rays, to a negligi
value.9

In direct drive, the control of preheating has be
achieved through the combined use of several experime
means: the use of optical smoothing techniques to av
high-intensity laser hot spots, irradiation with shorte
wavelength laser light as compared to the infrared fun
mental frequency, and the use of low-Z ablators. These re
duce x-ray emission from the laser-ablated material a
hence preheating effects ahead of the shock wave.~At the
same time such techniques were applied, diagnostic meth
had to be developed in order to measure the preheating
perature of the target.10–12!

Only if high-quality shocks are obtained, it is possible
perform precise measurements of the shock parameter
particular, EOS points can be obtained if two quantities
the shocked material, related to the Hugoniot-Rank
relations,13 are measured simultaneously. In a recent imp
tant experiment conducted with the Nova laser at the Liv
more Laboratory,14 this method has been applied to measu
the EOS of deuterium at pressures as high as 0.3 TPa.
main problem connected with such a method is that it
applicable only to low-Z materials, which are transparent
x rays, and that it is necessary to use high-energy laser pu
with the aim of maintaining a constant ablation pressure
a few nanoseconds and of irradiating large target areas.

Another method for the determination of EOS points h
been optimized,15,16 actually before the one used at Live
more, and already used to get EOS data for Cu,17 foams,18

and doped plastic.19 It is based on the impedance-matchin
technique and consists in measuring the shock velocity
9287 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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9288 PRB 61DIMITRI BATANI et al.
multaneously~on the same laser shot! in two different mate-
rials ~see Fig. 1!. This makes it possible to achieve a relati
determination of an EOS point of one material by taking
EOS of the other one as a reference. This is a class
method for EOS determination~see, for instance, Ref. 13 o
calibrated reflection!, already used in nuclear-drive
experiments20 and proposed many years ago for las
experiments.21 Anyway, it could never be exploited befor
the work in Ref. 15 for laser experiments in the TPa ran
due to poor shock quality.

The target is made of a ‘‘base’’ foil made of a materialA,
which is irradiated by the laser on one side and supports
the opposite side, two steps made, respectively, of the s
materialA and of a different materialB ~the CH ablator layer
in Fig. 1 may or may not be present to reduce x-rays!. Using
rear-face, time-resolved imaging, we experimentally de
mine the velocity of the shock propagating through the t
stepsDA and DB ~corresponding to particle velocitiesUA
andUB , respectively!. If the EOS~and hence also the Hugo
niot curve! of the base material is known, we can determ
an EOS point for materialB. This is a ‘‘relative’’ measure-
ment since it uses materialA as a reference. In order to fin
the EOS point forB, we consider the intersection in th
~P,U! plane of the lineP5rBDBU, whererB is the density
of cold B material, with the reflected shock polar drawn fro
the point (PA ,UA). The line P5rDU is one of the
Hugoniot-Rankine equations13 and represents momentu
conservation across the shock front. The direct and refle
shock polar for materialA give the relation between the flui
velocity U and shock pressureP in the shocked material an
are derived from the EOS ofA which is known. The method
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. Double step targets with a common base and two s
of different materials,A and B. From the shock traveling time in
these steps, measured with a visible streak camera, the shoc
locities DA andDB are determined.PA andPB are the correspond
ing pressures.

FIG. 2. Calibrated reflection method, used to determine E
points for gold~materialB!
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In this paper we report the application of such a techniq
to measure the EOS of gold at pressureP.2 TPa~actually
up to 10 TPa!, using laser irradiation, and two-step, two
material targets. Gold EOS data are crucial, since this is
important material for radiation confinement studies in ast
physics and Inertial Confinement Fusion, being used
hohlraum production and because it is a typical refere
high-Z material.22,23 The experiments have been realized u
ing an iodine high-power laser with subnanosecond pu
and phase zone plates to produce spatial smoothing of
beams. Our data are represented on shock polars~plots of
shock pressureP vs fluid velocity U! and velocity plots
~plots of shock velocityD vs fluid velocityU!, two common
ways of presenting EOS data obtained from shock exp
ments. Also, our data are compared with existing shock
lars and velocity plots obtained from different equations
state models. Excluding the few data obtained for a few m
terials with nuclear explosions, these are the EOS point
the highest pressure available up to now.

With respect to previous similar experiments,15 here we
not only reached much higher pressures, but also realiz
better control of shock planarity and target preheating,
discussed in the paper, allowing a higher degree of co
dence in obtained experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed using the Asterix iod
laser of the Max Planck Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik, which
delivers a single beam, 30 cm in diameter, with an energy
250 J per pulse at a wavelength of 0.44mm. The temporal
behavior of the laser pulse is Gaussian with a full width
half maximum~FWHM! of 450 ps. In order to generate th
shock wave into the target, we used direct and indirect la
drive. Figure 3 shows the two different schematic expe
mental setups.

In the direct laser drive configuration@Fig. 3~a!# the laser
beam was focused directly onto the target with af
5564 mm lens~f /2 aperture!. The primary condition of pro-
ducing high-quality flat shock fronts imposed the use of
phase zone plate~PZP! ~Ref. 24! optical beam smoothing
technique, in order to eliminate the large-scale spatial int

ps

ve-

S

FIG. 3. Experimental setup at MPQ. PZPs and cavities are u
for production of high-quality shocks.
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PRB 61 9289EQUATION OF STATE DATA FOR GOLD IN THE . . .
sity modulations arising from the coherent nature of the la
light and to produce a flat-top intensity distribution in th
focal spot. The design of this plate had Fresnel lenses of
cm diameter, which implies that 144 Fresnel lenses are c
ered by the laser beam. The characteristics of our opt
system~PZP1focusing lens! were such that we produced
total focal spot of 400mm FWHM, with a 250-mm wide flat
region in the center, corresponding to a laser intensityI L
<431014W/cm2.

In the indirect laser drive configuration@Fig. 3~b!#, we
focused the laser beam into a millimeter-size gold cav
through a small entrance hole~with the same focusing len
used in the direct laser drive configuration!. An isotropic
thermal radiation is then created22 whose temperature de
pends on the cavity size and the laser power. It can be
termined by observing the velocity of a shock wave gen
ated when radiation is absorbed in low-Z material.22 In our
experiment it has been measured to be in the range of 1
150 eV. Our cavity~called Labyrinth cavity8! has been de-
signed not only to achieve such high temperatures, but
to optimize the irradiation uniformity when only one las
beam is used and to minimize the preheating of the tar
produced by direct primary x rays. Here a shield with a co
cal shape has been constructed so that the laser irrad
area and the shocked material were not in direct view of e
other, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. Measurements, made in silico
with shock pressures in the 0.4–0.8 TPa range, had sh
that the increase in temperature due to preheating is
higher than 150–200 K.9

While it was well known that the indirect drive coul
ensure a very high degree of planarity,8 the main advantage
of direct drive is its intrinsic high efficiency, allowing muc

FIG. 4. Image of shock breakout obtained at MPQ with indir
drive.
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higher pressures to be reached with the same laser ener17

The diagnostic used to detect the shock emergence f
the target rear face consisted of anf /2 objective, with a focal
length f 5100 mm, imaging the rear face onto the slit of
streak camera, working in the visible region. The tempo
resolution was better than 8 ps and the imaging system m
nification wasM510, allowing a spatial resolution bette
than 10 mm. A protection system8 was also used for the
diagnostic light path, to shield the streak camera from sc
tered laser light.

The targets were composed of aluminum~reference ma-
terial! and gold~‘‘unknown’’ material! and have been mad
at the Laboratoire des Cibles of the Commissariat a` l’Energie
Atomique at Limeil-Valenton. Large samples (2 cm32 cm)
were produced from which individual targets were then c
The accurate fabrication technique25 allowed sharp step
edges to be obtained and a precise determination of
heights. The Al base thickness was of 10.25mm, while the
steps’ thicknesses were 5.5–6.4mm for Al and 2.4–3.03mm
for Au. A few targets had a 18-mm Al base.

Three different experimental setups were realized
MPQ: ~1! indirect drive1Al/Au targets, ~2! direct
drive1PZP1Al/Au targets, and ~3! direct drive1PZP
1CH/Al/Au targets

Figures 4–6 show streak camera images of shock bre
outs obtained in each case. The case~3!, Fig. 6, was realized
in order to focus the laser on a low-Z material~CH!, produc-
ing low x-ray emission; this was done to avoid any possi
preheat which could have been present in case~2!, Fig. 5
~also the impedance mismatch between CH and Al was u
ful in order to increase the pressure in Al!. The typical plastic
thickness was 5mm. We see the time fiducial obtained b

t FIG. 5. Image of shock breakout obtained at MPQ with PZP a
Al/Au targets.
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9290 PRB 61DIMITRI BATANI et al.
sending a portion of the laser beam on the streak camera
through a fiber.

III. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS

EOS experiments aim at discriminating between differ
theoretical models, when these are available, or at acqu
completely new data in unexplored pressure regimes in o
to drive the development of EOS models. In most cases
pressure deviations between the models do not exc
10%,1,23,26,27which sets an upper limit of about 5% to th
experimental accuracy required in the measurement of
shock velocity. Of course, even less precise data may be
useful if they fall in previously unexplored regions.

In our case there are three main sources of possible e
in the determination ofD: the quality of the shock itsel
~requiring flatness over a wide region!, the sweep speed~ps/
mm! of the streak camera, and knowledge of the step th
nesses and roughness.

In our experiment the shock emergence from the tar
was inferred by detection of the emission of the target r
face in the visible region. This was imaged by a pho
graphic objective onto the slit of a visible streak camera w
8 ps time resolution. Also, the sweep of our streak cam
was affected by a relative error lower than 1%, as verified
calibrating the streak camera with an e´talon made of a serie
of short laser pulses produced by multiple reflection betw
two glass layers at a known distance.28 The step heights and
surface roughness were measured with a profilometer~Dek-
Tak! and resulted in being better than 0.03mm. Since the
thicknesses of the aluminum and gold steps were about 6
2.5 mm, respectively, this ensured a relative error in thic

FIG. 6. Image of shock breakout obtained at MPQ with PZP a
CH/Al/Au targets.
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ness of about 0.5% for the aluminum step and about 1.2%
the gold step. Sample initial densities were determined us
a microbalance to weigh the whole samples after deposi
and profilometer to measure them.

Finally we checked the quality of the generated sho
wave and found typical variations of65 ps for the shock
breakthrough time across the 200-mm flat region of the focal
spot. With all the above errors taken into account and us
a simple error propagation evaluation, the shock veloci
were determined with a maximum error of67.5% in alumi-
num and610% in gold ~this not only includes the instru
mental errors, but also the errors made in reading experim
tal data!.

In deducing the error in the Au pressure and fluid velo
ity, it is possible to show explicitly that they are about th
same. Moreover, we found that the relative error in the sh
pressure is approximately twice as that in the shock veloc
in accordance with the approximate quadratic dependen13

between the two quantities.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The obtained data are shown in Fig. 7 in the~P,U! plane
and are compared with the shock polar obtained from
Sesame EOS and the Max Planck Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik
EOS ~MPQEOS!.27 We considered also a different mode
The Temperature EOS~TEOS!,26 but since it is very close to
MPQEOS, it has not been represented in Fig. 7.

When we take into account the experimental errors
fluid velocity and shock pressure~of the order of a few per-
cent; see Sec. V for a detailed discussion!, most of the points
~but not all of them! are really consistent with Sesame. How
ever, the trend of our experimental data is clearly show
that, for a given fluid velocity, the experimental pressure
higher than Sesame. So either Sesame is not correct in
range 4<P<10 TPa, or there is a systematic error in o
data which could be due to nonstationarity or to the prese
of preheating ahead of the shock wave, problems which
be discussed in the next section, while we will discuss
Sec. VI the implications of our experimental data.

We also note that, although the Al equation of state
well known, different models can anyway be used produc
slightly different results. If an alternative Al EOS is use

d

FIG. 7. Experimental data and comparison with the Sesa
~solid curve! and MPQEOS~dashed curve! shock polars. Triangles
indirect drive1Al/Au targets; open circles, direc
drive1PZP1Al/Au targets; solid circles, direct drive1PZP
1CH/Al/Au targets.
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PRB 61 9291EQUATION OF STATE DATA FOR GOLD IN THE . . .
then the results for gold will be slightly different. The use
the TEOS gives a slightly bigger fluid velocityU for the
same measured shock velocityD. However, the general tren
of our experimental data remains the same.29

V. DISCUSSION OF PREHEATING AND SHOCK
STATIONARITY

A first reason which could explain the departure of o
experimental data from existing EOS models could be
shock quality; i.e., either the shock is nonstationary under
given experimental conditions or there is preheating. T
question of planarity is solved by the use of beam smooth
and the use of sufficiently thin targets. Furthermore,
checked it on each laser shot thanks to the high spatial r
lution of the diagnostics. Hence we now address the
other points.

Nonstationarity of the shock front can be due at ea
times to the shock arrival at the target base before it
reached its maximum pressure and a constant velocity
later times the shock wave may decay either due to bidim
sional expansion effects or to the fact that, after the end
the laser pulse, the relaxation wave originating from the
get front side reaches the shock front before it emerges f
either the Al or the Au step. Two-dimensional~2D! effects
are in our case negligible thanks to the use of the be
smoothing techniques and the fact that the typical thickn
of the used targets~at most 22mm! is definitely smaller than
the central flat region of the focal spot~250 mm!.

Hence, in order to check that the shock pressure is c
stant inside each step, we performed hydrodinamic 1D si
lations, with the codeMULTI .30 These showed that in ou
irradiation conditions (I ,431014W/cm2) the base must be
thicker than approximately 9mm to reach stationarity. From
Fig. 8 we observe that using CH/Al/Au targets we obta
quite stationary shocks~better than with simpler Al/Au tar-
gets!. Indeed Fig. 8 shows that for thickness between 15
21 mm ~the step interval! the maximum variation in shock
velocity is smaller than 5% forI'231014W/cm2, which

FIG. 8. Numerical simulation of shock velocity vs position
the shock in a CH/Al target: CH thickness is 5mm. Simulations
were made for four laser intensities:I L5331014 W/cm2 ~open dia-
monds!; I L5231014 W/cm2 ~solid circles!; I L5131014 W/
cm2 ~solid diamonds!; I L5531013 W/cm2 ~open circles!.
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corresponds to most of our shots~for some shots intensity
was about 1014W/cm2, corresponding to a maximum varia
tion in shock velocity smaller than 1%!. Since this variation
is the difference between the maximum and minimum sh
velocity in the step, it implies a variation in the shock bre
kout time which is less than 5%. Even for other laser inte
sities, the induced variations in shock breakout time are
than the sources of errors previously analyzed.

Another, experimental, proof of shock stationarity aris
from the pictures in Figs. 4–6, which show a compara
luminosity for shock breakout at the Al base and Al ste
Indeed, luminosity is also dependent on shock pressure
is more sensitive than shock velocity to small variations
shock pressure, as shown in Ref. 8.

The main question that pushed us to use CH/Al/Au targ
@case~3!# is that of preheating. Even if during this exper
ment we did not take any particular effort to measure p
heating directly, we think that our measurements arenot af-
fected by any strong preheating for the following reasons

~a! The temporal shape of the rear side luminescence
can be seen in Fig. 9, is consistent with the absence of
nificant preheating; i.e., it is characterized by a fast de
time and an even faster rise time~the connection between
target preheating and backside emission has been stu

FIG. 9. Time-resolved luminosity of the shock-heated alumin
target. ~a! Signal obtained with direct drive. Shock pressu
'20 Mbar, target thickness515.75mm. ~b! Signal obtained with
indirect drive. Shock pressure'9 Mbar, target thickness
516.48mm.
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9292 PRB 61DIMITRI BATANI et al.
experimentally in Refs. 6, 10 and 11 and numerically
Refs. 11 and 31!.

~b! Preheating would produce an early luminosity, but t
would originate uniformly from the step rear side, and not
concentrated on the step edges, as instead we can obse
Fig. 5.

~c! The data obtained in cases~3! and~1! do not show any
really significant difference from the data obtained in ca
~2!. If there was preheating, this would have been stron
reduced by adding about 5mm of plastic as in case~3!.

~d! Data obtained for Cu with the same experimen
setup and laser intensities fit quite well with the Cu Sesa
tables.17 Preheating is determined by the material of the t
get base and by absorption in the steps. Here the base
Al, as in Ref. 17, which means that x-ray production was
same in the two cases. Moreover, the step is made in
which absorbs x rays more strongly than Cu. This means
x rays are absorbed in a layer closer to the base-step i
face, which is thinner in the case of Au as compared to
case of Cu. Hence the motion of the shock wave, around
time of shock breakout, should be less influenced than in
case of the Cu EOS experiment.

Excluding preheating, the question arises of the caus
the early luminosity seen in images obtained in case 2~Fig.
5!, at the edges of the gold step. We think that the expla
tion is as follows.

~i! A hot Al plasma corona is created from the Al ba
which emits x rays mainly in lines below the AlK edge
~'1.6 keV!.

~ii ! The Al base and step are rather transparent to s
radiation and hence they only slightly absorb it, producin
negligible heating and emission from Al step.

~iii ! On the contrary, gold is very opaque to such radiat
and absorbs it in a very thin layer at the edges and around
interface. The edges are then heated to a temperature
cient to produce significant visible emission~see Fig. 10!.

Hence we think that the luminosity which is present
type-~2! targets is not due to preheating~in the usual mean-
ing of the word!. Anyway, the presence of such early em
sion luminescence made it difficult to measure the break
time precisely. This was the cause of a larger error as c
pared to type-~3! targets. In particular the reading error
increased of a factor which has been evaluated, on m
shots, to be of the order of 2, and this explains why type-~2!
targets are characterized by larger experimental error
Fig. 7.

FIG. 10. Mechanism of luminescence at the edges of the g
step due to Al x rays emitted from the plasma corona.
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VI. DISCUSSION

The gold EOS has been studied in the past using light-
guns,32,33 chemical explosives,34–36 and collisions with an
impactor.33,35–37 The old works by McQueen and
co-workers34,37 are included in the Los Alamos Laborator
data,33 and the more recent work by Al’tshuleret al.36 in-
cludes the older data from the same group.35 The data ob-
tained were limited toP,0.58 TPa and showed that the r
lation betweenD andU was practically linear,D5C1SU,
whereC'3.12 km/s is of the order of the sound velocity
the material@which is 3.24 km/s Ref. 38# and S'1.5. We
note that the lineD5C1SU corresponds in the~P,u! plane
to a parabola going through the origin, i.e., of the formP
5aU1bU2, which is physically meaningful since it implie
U50 at P50.

Unlike other materials, gold was not studied using nucl
explosions~these data have been published in some rec
reviews39! or at least such data are not available. Hence u
a few years ago no measurements on the Au Hugoniot w
available at pressures higher than 0.58 TPa. A recent exp
ment with laser-driven shock waves15 has measured the gol
equation of state up to pressures<3.5 TPa. In this pressure
range~and at higher pressures, up to 10 TPa! there is a small,
but significant difference between Sesame and other mo
such as MPQEOS and TEOS.

The TEOS model26,29 has been developed on the basis
available information up to 0.58 TPa. It yields values whi
are practically identical to the MPQEOS model27 developed
following the same physical principles of the ‘‘Quotidian
EOS model~QEOS!.40 However, the accuracy of the data
Ref. 15 and the fact that higher pressures were not reache
the experiment did not allow discriminations between su
models.

Such higher pressures have been reached in the pre
experiment. The accuracy in shock velocity in our expe
ment, as explained in Sec. III, is not too high~'7.5% in Al,
'10% in Au! as compared to that obtained in experime
reported in the literature at lower pressures. However,
accuracy in the parameters of the Hugoniot is better t
10% since they are determined by fitting aD5C1SU line
with a high number of experimental points.

Also, we have averaged the different experimental res
obtained for the same shock velocityD ~the experimentally
measured parameter! to get the data presented in Fig. 11. B
this method, already used in others works, e.g., in Ref. 36
is possible to reduce experimental errors down to 4%–
for shock velocity. Moreover, in Fig. 11 we have consider
only shots obtained with a plastic layer. Even if all data sh
the same trends, those with plastic gave the best camera
ages and hence correspond to the smallest reading er
Figure 11 also shows the experimental data obtained aP
<0.6 TPa from conventional experiments32–37 and at pres-
sures 1–3.5 TPa by Koeniget al.15

As expected, Fig. 11 confirms the already observed s
tematic deviation of our experimental points from Sesa
~Fig. 7!. MPQEOS and TEOS lay above Sesame, and so
agreement with such models is slightly better. Howev
even such models do not seem to describe the behavio
our data completely. In order to understand the origin of su
a deviation, excluding systematic errors in our experime

ld
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~Sec. IV!, we considered the extrapolations to high pressu
of the fits to experimental data at lower pressures from R
35 and 37. The agreement with our data is much better
shown in Fig. 11. This suggests that interpolations fr
Refs. 35 and 37 describe correctly gold also above the p
sure range for which they have been obtained.

Finally, we have compared Sesame to the experime
points presented in Refs. 32, 34, 35 and 37.

As we can see in Fig. 12, around a pressure of 0.6 T
Sesame already disagrees significantly from experime
data ~in particular from those by Joneset al.32!. Our data,
and the fits from experimental data obtained in previo
years, seem to suggest that gold is less compressible
what predicted by many theoretical models at pressu
lower than 1 TPa. The disagreement between Sesame

FIG. 11. Experimental data in theD vs U plane. Present experi
ment ~solid circles!, LULI experimental data~open circles! from
Ref. 15 and experimental points at lower pressures from Refs
and 34–37~open squares! are compared with Sesame~solid curve!,
McQueen and Marsh~Ref. 37! ~dashed curve! and Al’tshuleret al.
~Ref. 35! ~dotted curve! fitting equations.

FIG. 12. Experimental points obtained by Walshet al. ~Ref. 34!
~crosses!, Al’tshuler et al. ~Ref. 35! ~squares!, Al’tshuler et al.
~Ref. 36! ~triangles!, McQueen and Marsh~Ref. 37! ~open circles!,
Joneset al. ~Ref. 32! ~solid circles! compared on the planeP vs
r/r0 with Sesame curve and the Al’tshuleret al. ~Ref. 35! ~dotted
curve! and McQueen and Marsh~Ref. 37! ~dashed curve! fitting
equations.
s
s.
as

s-

al

a
al

s
an
s
nd

experimental data at pressures>0.6 TPa deserves some mo
comments.

A change in the slope of the curve obtained from t
Sesame tables is evident in the graph of Fig. 11 forD
'7 km/s. Below this value, Sesame agrees with the fitt
curves to experimental data obtained with conventio
methods. Actually, the Hugoniot fit used in the Sesa
tables isD53.1211.521U,41 which is quite close to tha
reported in Refs. 35–37. At high pressures Au Sesam
built with the Barnes-Cowan-Rood method,42,43 using data
reported in Refs. 44–46. The intersection between the
curves produces a slope change which corresponds
phase transition. Although the transition region may not
correctly described by such simple superposition of the t
models, it is evident that such phase transition does not s
to be present in the experimental results. This could m
that Sesame does not correctly describe the behavior of
at high pressures~starting already atP'0.6 TPa!.

An alternative explanation is that the short time scale u
in our experiment does not allow such phase transition to
observed. Indeed, the actual time needed by a shock c
pressed material to reach thermodynamic equilibrium is
precisely known and it is the object of current research wh
must be performed using diagnostics with a much hig
temporal resolution, in order to study the detailed tempo
structure of the shock wave.47

Finally, the difference between our data and Sesame~or
other EOS! could be explained by some other mechani
inducing a systematic deviation of our data, which we ha
not been able to discover, or have underestimated, in
present paper.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the reported experiment has shown the p
sibility of obtaining quantitative measurements on sho
waves in a solid sample directly irradiated by optica
smoothed laser beams. The pressure regimeP<10 TPa was
explored by employing a laser system with a pulse energ
'250 J per shot. The use of PZP allowed the production
high-quality, flat shock fronts.

The method has been applied to obtain EOS data for g
in the pressure range 2–10 TPa. These are the experim
points at the highest pressure obtained up to now with la
driven shock waves. Such data seem to show a compress
ity for gold significantly lower than that predicted by th
Sesame tables. In particular, atP'10 TPa gold compress
ibility is r/r0'3.4 following the Sesame tables, and on
r/r0'2.6 extrapolating the fits by Al’tshuleret al.35 If con-
firmed by other measurements and theories, this may h
important consequences, e.g., for the design of ICF ho
raums and in general for all the fields of physics where
behavior of high-pressure material is important.
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